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Abstract:
Mentoting
 is not
 a new  concept
 to  leadetship.
 It  is as old  as civilization.
 It  is
 a ttansfer
 of
wisdom
 tbtough
 the  mentoting
 relationship.
 Healthcate
 otganizations
 have  recognized
 and
supported
 the  need
 for  mentoting
 relationships.
 Mentors
 possess
 a combination
 of
 attributes
that
 othets
 ate  compened
 to  want
 to  follow
 ot
 wotk  with.
 Mentots
 have
 a keen
 interest
 in
shating,
 gux%
 and
 helping
 others
 develop.
 Mentoting
 may take
 place
 fotmally
 or
informally.
 A  sttuctuted
 useful  type
 of  mentoting
 is putposeful
 mentoting.
 Putposeful
mentoting
 in  healthcare
 has  an  agtaeed  upon  putpose
 between
 a mentot
 and  mentee.
 The
goal
 of  the
 telationship
 is
 diffetent
 than
 that  of
 a consultant,
 supervisot,
 leadet,
 managet,
preceptot
 ot  counselot.
 The  authot's
 model
 includes
 access
 to
 mentots,
 patticipation,
learned
 visions,
 communication
 and  tecognition.
 The  patient  is at  the
 cote  of
 the  model
 as
the
 customer
 or  the
 one
 to  be served
 in
 this  telationship
 suppotted
 by
 the  employee.
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P'[TRPOSEFUL
 MENTORING
 AND
 HEALTHCARE
Whatyou
 are in life results
 in great
 partfrom
 the i4uence
 exerted
 onyou
 over
 theyears
 byjust
 a
Ay  people.
 -  Eleanot
 Roosevelt
Mentoting
 is a ptactical
 apptoach
 to  watching
 and  guiding
 othets.
 Mentoting
 is a
ttansfet
 of
 wisdom.
 Out
 patents
 ate  out
 fitst  mentots,
 guiding
 and  ptepating
 us fot
 Efe.  'This
includes:
 how  to
 eat,  get
 dressed
 and  answer
 the
 phone.
 This
 is evidence
 of  how  powetful
modeling
 is and  can  be.
 People
 look  fot
 mentots
 fot  many  .teasons.
 'They
 want
 to  leatn
 and
to
 develop
 petsonally
 and
 ptofessionally.
Mentoting
 may  take
 place
 fottnally
 or  i;nfotmally.
 In  the
 work
 place,
 infotmal
mentoting
 may  occut
 between
 peets,  between
 supervisor
 and
 employee,
 or  in
 othet
scenatios.
 It  happens.
 It
 is not  planned
 and  usually
 it  is
 not  continuous.
 Thete  are  also
vatious
 fotmal
 models
 of
 mentoting.
 These
 ate
 usually
 sttuctured
 pto@ams
 in which
 one
may
 be  assigned
 the  task
 of  mentoting
 a new  ot  juniot
 employee.
 Pethaps
 the
 mentot
 has
volunteered
 for  such
 a role,
 ot  she
 has  been  assigned
 that  role
 ttuough
 the  otganizational
sffucture.
This
 papet
 focuses
 on  purposefiil
 mentoting
 which  is
 pethaps
 the  .tnost
 structuted,
useful
 type
 of  mentoting.
 In this
 study,
 the tetm
 purposefujmentoring'wffl
 be used
 to designate
mentoting
 that  has
 a putpose
 agteed
 upon
 between
 a mentot
 and  a mentee  to  teach
 a
spec
 goal.
The
 purposeful
 mentot  has  a spitit
 o.t love
 for
 the  wotk
 and  keen  intetest
 in
 shating,
guiding
 and
 helping
 othets
 develop.
 It  is
 mote
 than  a job
 or  assigned
 role  for
 the  mentot.
 It
is intentional
 and
 telational.
 It  is
 having
 a passion
 fot  the
 wo.tk
 with  the
 mentee.
 Mentors
may
 assist
 by asking
 clatifying
 questions
 that help
 the mentee/mentot
 telationship
 to
 mote
l
cleatly  define  goals  and  dteams.  A  purposeful  mentoting  scenatio  includes  goal  setting,
establishing  a time  table  for  implementation  of  the  new  skill  and  evaluation.  If  the
telationship  has  ptoven  benefi  or  if  thete  is mote  to  be  taught  and  leatned,  dien  the
telationship  may  be  tenewed.  Many  otganizations  have  recognized  the  value  of  mentoting
telationships  in  their  businesses.  Healthcate  is an industry  whete  mentoting  progtams  and
telationships  ate  encoutaged.  Tbis  papet  will  exae  and  compate  putposeful  mentoting
with  less sttuctuted  mentoting,  using  examples  of  vatious  mentoting  telationships.
Examples  found  in  the  models  of  putposeful  mentoting  will  be  futthet  supported  in  the
ptoposed  model  of  mentoting  fot  healthcate.
DEFINITION  OF  MENTORING
It  is impottant  to  clatify  the  definitions  of  a managet  and  a mentor.  Mentoting  may
take  numetous  fo.tms.  It  is important  to  undetstand  the  concept  and  how  it  is  used.
Managets  may  be  appointed  ot  promoted  to  theit  position.  A  manager  is someone  who
ditects and supetises  wotkets.  You  cannot  teany appoint  a mento.t.  Mentots  ate  that
because  they  possess  a coinbination  of  atttibutes  that  othets  ate compelled  to  want  to follow
ot  work  with.
Mentoting  is not  a new  concept  to  leadetsip.  It  is as old  as civilization  itself.
Literatute  offets some de:6nitions of  a mentot.  It  comes  from  the  Gteekwo.tdwhich  means
enduting. The concept of  mentog  has existed  at least  since  Greek  mythology  as desctibed
in the book  The Odyssey by Homet  (1919). In  this  book  Mentor  was  both  counselot  and
ftiend. A mentot  was needed because as Odysseus went to %ht  in the Trojan  War, he
tecognized  that  is  son  needed  to  be  coached  by  someone.  The  man  Mentot  was  known  fot
his wisdom  and  sensitivity  - two  very  important  skills  tequited  fot  the  job.
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Mentoting
 occutted
 among
 Old
 Testament
 ptophets
 and
 New
 Testatnent
 leaders.
Moses
 mentoted
 Joshua
 and
 Jesus
 mentoted
 his disciples.
 Jesus
 mentoted
 his
 disciples
 to
catry
 on  his
 wotk
 aftet
 he  was
 gone
 ftom
 this
 eatth.
 "Mentoting
 is the
 ultitnate
 in
 spititual
leadetship.
 It  is making
 disciples"
 (Elmote,
 1998,
 p.
 103). Jesus called
 us to "make
 disciples
of  all
 nations"
 (Matthew
 28:19).
 Elmote
 uses  the
 actonym
 "IDEA"
 to
 detnonsttate
 the
mentoting
 relationship
 based
 on Jesus'
 life.
0 I-Insttuction
 (He  taught
 and  insttucted
 them
 verbally.)
*  D-Demonsttation
 (He  modeled
 ttuths
 fot
 the  disciples
 to  observe.)
*  E-Expetience
 (He  let  the
 disciples
 apply
 the
 huth
 themselves.)
*  A-Accountabffity
 (He
 debtiefed
 theit
 shated
 expetience
 and
 assessed
 theit
gtowth.)
 (p.  131).
A  mentot
 is "a
 petson
 who
 ovetsees
 the
 cateet
 and
 development
 of
 anothe:t
 person,
usually
 a juniot,
 tbtough
 teaching,
 counse%,
 ptoviding
 psychological
 suppott,
 ptotecting,
and at
 times
 ptomoting
 ot sponsoting"
 (Zey,
 1991, p. 7). Mentoting
 includes
 mode%
 the
way  for  odiets
 by
 putting
 them
 in  a position
 to
 watch
 and
 leatn  ftom  you-  Bell
 (1996)
 sutns
up  mentoting
 as:
 suttendeting,
 accepting,
 gifting
 and
 extending-
 Mentoting
 is a gift
 ftom
 the
heart
 in  support
 of  someone
 and  to
 support
 anothet
 petson
 in  theit
 development.
 Bell
believes
 mentoting
 to  be  an  honot,
 benefiting
 both  parties.
 It  is patt  of
 the  cycle  of  speaking,
listening
 and
 leatning.
 Mentoting
 ptovides
 the
 opportunity
 fot  both
 parties
 to  gtow
 and
develop.
Surnmatizing
 psychologist
 Jetr5r Lynch's
 views
 of  mentoting
 the
 fonowing
 list helps
clatify
 his  thoughts
 on  ptofessional,
 business
 and
 personal
 benefits
 as well:
0
 Mentoting
 ptovides
 an  opportunity
 to
 slow  down,
 test,  and
 add
 to  self-knowledge
fot
 the  mentoi
 and  the
 mentee.
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*  Mentots  and  mentees  receive  the  ability  to  leatn  ftom  and  teflect  on  setbacks.
*  Mentors  develop  loyalty  and  appteciation  of  others'  growth  and  ptofessional
development.
*  Mentots  can help cteate a safe, nonjnrlgmt'ntql  lt'arninB  rnvitonment  where  all points
of  view  ate  heatd.
*  Mentots  nuttute  the  ability  fot  othets  to  tealize  and  develop  theit  full  potential  by
conftonting  and  ovetcoming  self-doubt  and  feat,  which  is espey  important  fot
women.
*  Mentors  help  to  ignite  enthusiasm  and  passion  in  theit  ptot6g6s,  as well  as to  teignite
it  in  themselves.
Werito  ting  affotds  its  participants  the  ability  to  change  places-to  serve  as an  expert  in  one
context  and  a student  in  another.
"A  mentot  is simply  someone  who  helps  someone  else  leatn  something  the  leatnet
would  otherwise  have leatned  less well  mote  slowly,  or not  at all" (Bell, 1996, p. 6). The
histotical  otigin  of  the wotd  mentor  encoutages  tisk  taking  and  making  use  of  opportunities
when  they become  available. In a good  mentot/mentee  telationship  they teach and leam
from  each othet.  They  tespect  each othe.ts  opinions,  sttengths  and  weaknesses.
Mentoting  has also been defined  as: "a  delibetate  paiting  of  a more  skilled  ot
expetienced  petson  with  a lesset skilled  ot  expetienced  one,  with  the agteed-upon  goal  of
having  the lesser skilled  petson  gtow  and develop  specific  competencies"  (Muttay,  1991,  p.
xiv).  Typically  this  is one  mentor  to  one  prot6g6  and  each  knows  whatis  expected  of  the
odiet.  'The  tetms  mentee  and  ptot6g6  ate  often  used  intetchangeably  in  tbis  papet.  Muttay
defined  some  of  the  functions  that  a mentot  may  agzaee to  petJ"otm  such  as:
*  Act  as a soutce  of  infottnation  on  the  mission  and  goals  of  the  otganization.
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*  Provide  insight  into  the  otganization's  philosophy  of  human-tesoutce
development.
@ Tutot  spec  skins,  effective  behaviot,  and  how  to  function  in  the  otgaation.
*  Give  feedback  on  observed  perfotmances.
*  Coach  activities  that  wffl  add  to  expetience  and  skill  development.
*  Serve  as a confidant  in  times  of  petsonal  ctises  and  problems.
*  ASSiSt  the  ptot6g6  in  plotting  a cateet  path.
*  Meet  with  die  ptot6g6  at  agteed  time  intervals  fot  feedback  and  planning.
*  Agree  to  a no-fault  conclusion  of  the  mentoting  relat'onship  when  (for  any
teason)  the  time  is tight.
* Maintain  the integtity  of  the telationship  between the prot%6  and the natural
boss  (Mutray,  1991,  p.l3).
Muttay  also  states  that  in  a facilitated  ptogtam  the  ptot6g6  will  have  these  chatactetistics:
*  Willingness  to  assume  tesponsibility  fot  his  ot  het  own  gtowth  and  development
@ Assessed  potential  to  succeed  at  one  o.t mote  levels  above  the  present  position  in
the  otganization
*  Ability  to  perfottn  in  mote  than  one  skill  atea
*  A recotd  of  seeking  chanenging assigntnents  and  new  tesponsibilities
*  Receptivity  to  feedback  and  coaching  (Muttay,  1991,  p.l3).
Bell  futthet  desctibes  mentoting  by  using  the  actonym  SAGE.  He  defines  SAGE  as:
"suttendeting,  accepting, gifting  and extending"' (Bell, 1996, p. 11). Leadet/mentots  tend
to  dtive  and  conttol  ptocesses.  This  may  cause  tesistance  and  e the  potential  fot
gtowth  and learning of  both  parties. This ptocess  must  be a mutual  initiative  meant  to
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ttuly
 enhance
 the  mentoting
 ptocess.
 As  part
 of  the
 honot
 ptocess
 of  mentotingwe
 accept
ot
 embtace
 the
 challenges
 and  changes
 that  will  occut.
 The  mentot
 also  does
 the
 acts
 of
gifting
 and
 extending.
 These
 fout
 cote
 competencies
 serve
 as
 a sttuctute
 in
 Bell's
 ptocess.
Theit
 sequence
 is impottant.
Ben
 tecommends
 that
 we  start  widi  'suttendet'-
 I  believe
 that  this  particulat
desctiptor
 is closely
 tied  to
 GteenleaPs
 servant
 leadetship
 theory.
 "Servant-leadetship
 is a
long-tetm,
 ttansfotmational
 apptoach
 to  Me
 and  work-ffi
 essence,
 a
 way  of
 being-that
 has
the
 potential
 fo.t
 cteating
 positive
 change
 thtoughout
 our
 societ5r"
 (Speats,
 1998,
 p. 3).
 It  is
an
 attitude
 that
 starts
 with
 tespect
 fot  youtself
 and
 others.
 It  includes
 truly
 listening
 and
gatheting
 the  opinions
 of  othets.
 It  is mote  of  a holistic
 apptoach
 to
 mentoting.
 When
 you
surrender
 you  do  not
 think
 of  yourself
 you  think
 of  others.
Included
 in  tbis
 model
 is the
 act
 of  accepting.
 "Accepting
 is embtacing,
 tathet
 than
evaluating
 ot  judg'ng"
 (Bell,
 1996,
 p.l2).
 Accepting
 includes
 listening
 to  each
 othet
 intently
without
 intettuptions.
 It  is
 becoming
 focused
 and
 staying
 focused
 on
 the  goal  in
 ftont
 of
us.
 Think
 about
 it.  "If
 you
 could
 have  five  minutes-
 and
 only  five
 minutes-w'th
 Moses,
Mozart,
 or  Matgaret
 Mead,
 would
 you
 let  anything
 eat  up
 part
 of  that
 time?"
 (p.89).
 He
goes
 on  to
 suggest
 that
 the
 att  of
 listening
 cteates
 balance
 in  the
 mentoting
 telationship
Anothet
 step  of
 balance
 in
 the  mentoting
 process,
 accotding
 to
 Ben
 (1996),
 is gift'ng.
Gifting
 should
 not
 be confused
 with
 giving.
 "Gdg
 is an
 exptession
 of genetosit5r"
 with
 no
expectation
 of  any
 return
 (Bell,
 1996,
 p-120).
 Gifting
 is not
 an  act
 of  tescue
 but  tather
 an
 act
of  support.
 Ever5rone
 needs suppott
 at sometime
 and
 in some
 way
 ftom
 someone
 else. The
act  of
 gifting
 is the
 ability
 to  receive
 without
 feeling
 the  need
 to  give.  It
 is a gift  from
 the
heatt  with  ttue
 meaning
 and  purpose.
 The
 mentoting
 relationship
 is one
 way
 to  accomplish
6
and
 suppott
 gifting.
 Helen
 Kellet
 wtote,
 '%ife
 is eithet
 a dating
 adventute
 ot
 nothing"
 (Bell,
1996,
 p.
 141).
The
 last
 step
 of  this
 telationship
 is
 extending
 the
 'E'
 in  the  actonym
 SAGE.
Extending
 includes
 giving
 up  the
 established
 mentoting
 telationship
 to
 support
 further
growth
 in
 anothet
 way.
 "Mentoting
 is an
 ethical
 act"
 (Bell,
 1996,
 p.l77).
 Good
 mentots
iust
 refrain
 from
 coveting
 their
 ptot6g6s'
 talents
 but
 also
 @ow
 and
 leam
 from
 them.
 It
 is
a
 ptocess
 of  mutual
 leatning.
 The
 mentoting
 ptocess
 would
 include
 mutual
 respect
 and
honesty.
The
 mentor
 telationsbip
 tequites
 cateful
 thought
 and
 planning.
 "A  mentoting
telat'onship
 teptesents
 a very
 sttong
 bond
 between
 people"
 (Smith,
 2000,
 p.
 153).
 The
tempetament
 of
 each
 of  the  parties
 must
 be  compatible.
 This
 would
 include
 deEmmg
 what
personal
 atttibutes
 the
 mentor
 and
 mentee
 bting
 to
 the
 mentoting
 telationsbip.
 The
telat'onship
 is focused
 on
 sha:ffig
 infotmation
 and
 building
 petspective
 to  assiSt
 the  mentee
in  theit
 ovetall
 petsonal
 and
 professional
 gtowth.
 Many
 times
 tbis
 gtowth
 is in  ateas,
otganizations
 and
 relationships
 purposefully
 established
 outside
 of  the
 mentee's
 cuttent
expetiences.
 The
 mentot
 btings
 the
 expetience
 and
 the
 mentee
 btings
 the
 interest
The  goal
 of  a
 mento.ting
 relationship
 is
 diffetent
 ftom
 a
 consulting
 telationship
(target
 outcome
 and  compensation
 involved),
 supervision
 (fottnal
 telationship
 including
 all
the  planning,
 execution
 and
 conttol
 functions),
 leadetship
 (where
 diete
 is
 a common
 mission
ot  vision
 that
 both
 patties
 ate
 mutually
 pursuing),
 coaching
 (whete
 thete
 is a
 specific
improvement
 that
 is targeted),
 teaching
 (whete
 thete
 is h  specific
 topic
 ot
 subject
 that
 is
being
 putsued
 usually
 fot
 a specific
 petiod
 of  time),
 precepto.tsbip
 (when
 a specific
 role
 is
being
 taught),
 ot
 counseling
 (whete
 a telationship
 is
 established
 to  addtess
 a particulat
challenge).
 Mentorship
 is
 about
 establishing
 a (gowth
 telated
 telationship
 that
 focuses
 on
 the
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ovetan  growth  needs  of  the  mentee  and  may  include  discussions  about  and  advice  ptovided
ovet  a btoad  specttum  of  subjects.  Often  the  mentor  has  no  direct  involvement  in  or
infotmation  about  the  mentee's  ongoing  expetience  except  fot  what  the  mentee  decides  to
shate.
DEFINITION  OF  MBNTEE
The  mentoting  telationship  is shared  by  two  people.  The  relationship  is shated  by
the  mentor  and  mentee.  In  simple  tetnns,  the  mentee  is someone  who  is mentoted.  The
mentee  is someone  who  is ttained  and  suppo.tted  by  the  mentot.  They  leatn  and  benefit
from  the  mentor  who  is influential  in  theit  life,  ttaining  ot  cateet  path.
The  mentees  must  make  themselves  available  fot  leatning,  not  feat  asking  questions
and sometitnes  needing  to  ask  them  mote  than  once.  The  mentee  must  be  secute  enough  in
the  relationship  to  ask  questions  and  leatn  and  share  with  the  mentor.  The  ttansfer  of
infotmation  will  be  beneficial  to  both  patties.
'The  mentee  must  be  teady  to  explote  options  and  not  be  spoon  fed  evety  piece  of
infomnation.  The  mentee  must  be  confident  in  theit  choices  and  decisions  and  willing  to
learn  from  them.
LEADERSHIP  AND  MENTORING
The  tole  of  ptepating  futute  leaders  is the ultitnate  tesponsibility  of  leadetship.
Koestenbaum  (1991) says, "Mentoting  is to  identify  potential  leadets  and  teach  them  the
leadetship  mind,  on the job. Mentoting,  developing  subotdinates,  is a crucial  tesponsibility
of  leadetship  and is also good  for  the mentot"  (p. 333). 'The Mastets  of  Atts  Leadership
(MAL)  development  model  at Augsbutg  Conege  ptomotes  leadetship  as a ptocess  that:
*  Inspites  coopetation  among  people  who  must  compete  fot  litnited  tesoutces.
*  Ptomotes  ptoductivity  witbin  and  beyond  the  otganization.
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*  Wotks  towatd  ptogress  fot  the  individual  and  the  o.tganization.
To  accomplish  this,  individuals  aspiting  to  positions  of  leadetship  must  possess
thtee  key  atttibutes:  a sense  of  vision,  the  ability  to  petsuade,  and  the  ability  to  ditect  action.
Undetlying  these  atttibutes  is a btoad  range  of  abilities  and  awateness,  outlined  in  the
Augsbutg  model,  that  serve  as specific  outcomes  for  the  MAL  Ptogratn.  Augsbutg's  model
of  leadership  development  is designed  to assess,  promote,  enhance  and  refine  these
capabilities  within  the  individual  (MAL  model).
Kouzes  &  Posner  (1987) teport  that  the  thtee  most  impomnt  telationships  at wotk
ate  mentots,  bosses  and  peets.  "Mentots  ate  particulatly  valuable  as int-omnal  sponsots  and
coaches. They  help us leatn  how  to navigate  the  system,  they  make  impomnt  introductions,,
and  they  point  us in  the  tight  direction"  (p. 286).
Axelrod  (2000) addtesses  the  issue  of  succession  to  leadetsbip.  A  leader  must  deal
effectively  with  two  aspects of  leadership.  One  aspect  is with  the  people  who  hunger  for  the
leadet's power  without  the leadet's  vision  or  ability.  The  second  issue  is that  of  succession
tather  than  competition.  "Effective  leadets  provide  fot  succession,  and  do so without
comptomising  their  cuttent  authotity  ot  cteating  dissension  atnong  ptospective  inhetitots  of
the  tbtone"  (p. 150).
Blancha.td, Hybels  and Hodges (1999) discuss servant  leaders  and  theit  tole  in  the
organization  and in people's  lives. It  was  thought  in  the  past  "people  who  feel  good  about
themselves  produce  good  tesults"  (p. 146). That  thought,  however,  has been  ttansfotmed
into  the idea that  "people  who  produce  good  results  feel  good  about  themselves"  (p. 147).
The function  of  a servant-leader  is to  model  and encoutage  the  behaviots  and  values  that  ate
aligned w'th a shated vision.  The result  of  the modeling  is that  both  "the  otganization  wins
and  the  people  feel  good  about  themselves"  (pg. 147).
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Portnet  (1998)  quoting  Rachel  Remen  JEtom a talk  given  in  San  Diego  in  1995
descfflbes  the  diffetences  between  helping  and  serving.
Serving  is different  ftom  helping  Helping  is based  on  inequality;  it  is not  a
telationship  between  equals...Helping  incuts  debt.  When  you  help  someone  they
owe  you  one.  But  serving,  like  healing,  is mutual.  Thete  is no  debt.  I am  served  as the
person  I am  serving.  When  I help  I have  a feeling  of  satisfaction.  When  I serve  I
have  a feeling  of  gratitude.  These  ate  very  diffetent  tbings  Serving  is different  'ftom
fixing.  When  I fix  a petson,  I petceive  them  as btoken.  This  is distance  between
ourselves  and  whatevet  ot  whomever  we  ate  fixing  and  we  cannot  serve
at  a distance.  (Portner,  1998,  p. 24)
'This  is the  embodiment  of  setvant  leadetship.  It  is walking  along  side  and  teaching
by  example.  It  is allowing  a petson  to  succeed  ot  fail  in  a safe  envitonment  and  to  leatn  by
both  observation  and  expetience.
Fotd (199 7) tefets to Jesus' style of developing His disciples into leadets. "Jesus"
leadetship ptogtam was not like school; it was life. The disciples were apptentices to Jesus"
(p. 128). Jesus' style of leade.tship teaches us that leadets leatn in real life situations. Jesus had
a plan and often shated it with his disciples. Jesus' steps ate effective today to develop, ttain
and  ptepate  leaders  fot  the  futute.
*  He  called  them.   is affittnation.
@ He  gave  them  a new  vision.  In  tbis  way  He  accepted  who  they  wete  with
theit  sttengths  andweaknesses,  but  showed  themwhat  they  could  become.
He made them  a teatn.  He tecognized  the  power  of  a team  and  taught  them
to work  together  and  to  tely  on  one  anothet  fot  sttength  in  diffetent  ateas.
*  He ttusted  them. Not  only  did He  have  them  follow  Him  and  teach  them  by
living  with  them,  but  He sent them  out  entrusting  them  with  tasks.
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*  He  tested
 them.
 He
 pushed
 them
 beyond
 safe
 limits.
 Leadets
 gtow
 when
they  ate  in
 situations
 beyond
 theit
 own
 conttol
 and
 strength,
 whete
 they
leatn
 to  succeed
 ot  fail.
*  He  included
 them.
 To  make
 leaders
 it  is
 necessary
 to  focus
 on  those
 who
have  potential.
 Howevet,
 it  is
 also  necessary
 to  include
 some
 who
 might
 not
appear
 to  have
 as much
 potential
 and
 give
 thetn
 the
 opportunity
 to  gtow
 and
change.
*  He  made
 them
 His  iends.
 A
 leadetship
 ptogtam
 cannot
 be
 hietatchical,
 but
a community
 of
 ftiends
 and
 coneagues.
*  He  watned
 them
 and
 restored
 them.
 He
 cotrected
 them,
 encoutaged
 them
and  then
 gave
 them
 a chance
 to
 beg'n
 again.
*  He  made
 them
 understand.
 The
 disciples
 wete
 able
 to  expetience
 and
 learn
Jesus'
 vision
 fot
 them
 and
 fot
 the futute
 (p. 128-129).
The
 .telationship
 between
 leade.tship
 and
 mentoting
 continues
 to  be
 defined.
"Learning
 otganizations
 will
 be  the
 surviving
 enterptises
 of  tomorrow,
 and
 the
leade.ts
 who  temain
 in  these
 otganizations
 will  be
 those
 most
 adept
 at  helping
 othets
learn.
 Effective
 leadetship
 is
 practiced
 in  its
 putest
 fottn
 in
 a mentoting
 telationship"
(Bell,
 pg.l9).
 The  most  rewatding
 part
 of  leadership
 is
 being
 a successful
 mentot.
"Life
 itself
 and
 those
 you
 have
 admited
 teach
 you
 throughout
 yout  life.
 Successful
leadetship
 is how  you
 tteat
 people"
 (Hughes,
 p.
 116.).
Thete
 ate
 not
 enough
 mentots
 to
 support
 the
 gtowth
 of  mentot'ng
 and  leadetship
 in
some
 fields
 of  work.
 We  need
 to
 allow
 ourselves
 to
 be  mentors.
 Be
 a part
 of
 the
 solution,
not
 a part
 of
 the
 problem.
 A  mento.t
 btings
 an
 invaluable
 skill
 to  anothet's
 personal
 and
ptofessional
 life.
Augstiurg
 Coltege
 Libray 11
INFORMAL  MENTORING
Infotmal  mentoting  includes  everyday  expetiences  including  less  sttuchired  and
unplanned  occuttences.  Infotmal  mentoting  occuts  between  patents  and  their  childten.
Parents  may  try  to  use  a mote  putposeful  mentoting  approach,  but  usually  fonow  an
infottnal  apptoach.  Infotmal  mentoting  also  occuts  ftequently  in  the  wotk  place.  Is info:tmal
mentoting  a chat  in  the  hallway?  Is  it  spending  time  togethet  outside  of  the  wotk  ot
educational  setting,  at  the  golf  coutse,  the  church  choir,  or  the  local  coffee  bat?  Is it  a
coaching  ot  volunteer  telationship?  Is it defined  by how  the mentor/mentee  ate  connected-
do  they  just  natutally  gtavitate  towatd  each  other?  The  answet  to  all  of  these  questions  is yes.
Infotmal  mentoting  beg'ns  when  an  expetienced  employee  takes  an  active  intetest  in
the  newcomet,  ot  the  newcomet  approaches  the  mote  expetienced  one  for
infotmation  or  help.  If  the  chemistry  is tight,  a ptoductive  relationship  can  begin.
"The  active  inte.test  of  the  mentor  and  die  petson  being  mentoted  in  each  othet
continues  until  its  putpose  is exhausted  and  the  .telationsbip  ends.  (Simons,  et  al.,
1993,  p.l62).
Infotmal  mentoting  may  also  be  called  natutal  ientoting.  It  occurs  tbtough
ftiendship,  teaching,  coaching,  and  counseling.  Infomnal  mentoting  is a way  of
communicating  skills,  values  ot  ttuths  without  setting  goals  ot  measuted  tesults.  Optah
Witftey  used  Nelson  Mandela  as het  infotmal  mentot.  In  a tecent  People  magazine  Optah
Winfrey  says, "Nelson  Mandela  is the sttongest  living  mentot  fot  me.  He's  a tole  model  and
standard  bearer  fot  all  human  beings"  (p. 222).
It beg'ns for most of us in out  youth with out  telationsbip with  out  patents and/o.t
caregivet. As patents we ate modi$g  the infottnal plan frequently as the situation  or
circumstance  demands.
Infotmal  mentoting  is a mote  natutal  and  simplet  ptocess.  It  may  not  entail  a
fotmalized  plan. It  less  sophisticated.  Infotmal  mentoting  may  be  unintentional  and  still
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provide  the  necessary  elements  to  be  labeled  as mentoting.  'The  matching  of  individuals  as
mentot  and  mentee  may  occut  natutally.  Infotmal  mentoting  may  occut  in  evetydsxy  life
expetiences  at work  or  socially
Coaches in youth pto@ams and teachets ate good examples of  infotmal  mentoting
Fot  them  to  succeed  in  theit  fields  it  is necessaty  for  them  to  tap  into  the  inttinsic
motivation  of  the  individual  in  the  informal  mentoting  p.tocess.  Zey  (1991)  says that  "the
classic concept of  the mentot involved teaching, coac%,  and ovetseeing the development
of  the ptot%6" (p. 14). Coaching is an example of infotmal mentoting which does mote
than develop  physical  skills in the athlete- It  is a way for  the coach/mentor  to invest  him  ot
he.tself  into  the  lives  of  the  participant  by  modeling  behaviot  that  will  benefit  both  the  child
and  the  community
Martens  (1990)  lists  key  points  which  a successful  coach  would  do  wen  to
incorpotate into his or her ptogram as a way of  mentoting and mode%  to youth. He
believes  coaches  should  be tole  models.  His  philosophy  of  coaching  young  people  includes
thtee  majot  objectives.  They  ate:
1.  To  have  a winning  team.
2. To  help  young  people  have  fun.
3. To  help  young  people  develop  physically,  psychologic:ally  and  sociany.  (p. 3).
Marten  includes  key points  coaches  can  use  to focus  and  to  help  their  mentees
achieve these objectives. When communicating  with  young  atbletes,  he suggests:
@ Having  ctedibility  with  yout  athletes  is essential  fo.t  effective  rommnnirgtion.
@ You  can  imptove  yout  listening  skills  by  tecognizing  that  what  yout  athletes
have  to say is important.
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*  When
 you
 counicate
 to  athletes
 diat
 you
 heatd
 and
 undetstood
 what
 they
said,  you  ate
 using
 active
 listening
 skills
Being
 skilled
 in
 nonverbal
 communication
 skills
 like
 body
 motion
 and
position,
 touching
 behaviots
 and
 voice
 charactetistics
 is
 important
 to
 your
role
 as
 a coach.
*  Your
 every
 action
 is
 a potentially
 impottant
 nonverbal
 message
 because
 your
atbletes
 see
 you
 as an
 example
 of  how
 to
 behave.
 (p. 34).
In  his  discussion
 about
 teinfotcement,
 Marten
 (1990)
 believes
 it  is impottant
 fot
coaches
 to  remembet:
*  Learning
 to
 use
 die  ptinciples
 of  teinforcement
 effectively
 is
 a valuable
communication
 skill.
*  Rewatd
 the
 petfoance,
 not  the  outcome.
*  Rewatd
 athletes
 mote
 fot
 theit
 effott
 than
 foot
 their
 actual
 success.
*  Rewatd
 little
 'd'ffigs
 on  the
 way
 towatd
 reaching
 latget
 goals.
 (p. 41).
Marcus
 Autelius,
 the
 Roman
 wtitet,
 in
 his  Meditatiotzs
 (1997
 edition)
 Book
 1,
comments
 on  the
 people
 who  influenced
 his  life.
 He  refets
 to
 family
 membets,
 govetnment
officials
 and
 ftiends
 listing
 the  things
 which
 he
 leatned
 ftom
 each
 of  thetn.
 His  list
 serves
 not
only
 as
 discussion
 of  what
 he  had
 leamed,
 but
 is an
 exptession
 of  gtatitude
 to  each
 petson
and
 theit
 conttibution
 to  his
 life
 and
 to  his
 success
 as a human
 being.
Both
 Marten
 and  Matcus
 Autelius
 confitm
 Ben's
 ideas
 that
 mentoting
 is modeling
the
 way
 fot  othets.
 Mentoting
 offets
 the  opportunity
 fot
 both
 parties
 to
 grow
 and
 change
and
 is a way
 for  the
 mentot
 to  invest
 time
 and
 enetgy
 into
 others.
In  this
 natutal
 setting
 the
 individuals
 ate
 fteet
 to
 parti6pate
 ot  not  participate.
 The
end
 tesult
 is
 not  an  expectation
 that  was  planned,
 metely
 h function
 of  what
 has  evolved
 in
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the
 process
 and
 meetings
 of  the
 partiapants.
 I
 feel
 the
 tetm
 used
 in
 an
 infnrmql
 mentriring
situation
 would
 be  patticiparits
 not
 mentor
 and
 mentee.
 The
 participants
 would
 be
 matched
by
 the
 gtoup
 ot  task
 in
 which
 they
 chose
 to
 be
 involved.
 Matched
 partiapants
 would
 evolve
through
 an
 activity
 such
 as
 planning
 fot
 a class
 teunion
 ot  playing
 hand
 bens
 in
 church.
 'The
leadet
 ot  mentot
 would
 be
 chosen
 by
 theit
 ability
 or
 theit
 willingness
 to do so.
 Most
 often
this
 would
 not
 be
 a
 pteplanned
 process
 and
 input
 ftom
 othets
 may
 be
 teceived.
Infotaial
 mentoting
 is
 better
 represented
 by  the
 participant
 seeking
 someone
 with
mote
 expetience
 in
 an  atea
 whete
 he
 ot
 she
 wants
 to
 gain
 skffls.
 In
 this
 way
 natutal
mentoting
 is
 a bottom
 to  top
 type
 of
 sttuctute.
 Infottngl
 nnintentinnql
 mentoting
 does
 not
mean
 it
 is
 unsttuctuted,
 but
 it
 may
 be
 mote
 flexible.
 'The
 patticipants
 may
 choose
 a mentot
for
 their
 petsonal
 style
 or  for  their
 expertise.
 Effort
 applied
 is an  important
 aspect
 of
infotmal
 mentoting.
 Informal
 mentoting
 may  be  petceived
 as mote
 effective
 possibly
because
 the
 expected
 outcome
 was
 not  as cleatly
 defined-
 It
 may
 be
 a
 natutal
 occutrence,
 not
planned
 just
 accepted.
In
 infotmal
 mentoting
 the
 telationships
 and
 end
 results
 evolve
 natutally.
 The
participants
 are
 freet
 to
 move
 in  any
 direction
 that
 natute
 takes
 them.
 In  this
 envitonment
the
 natutal
 aptitudes
 of
 the
 individuals
 take
 ovet
 and
 can
 ptoduce
 a wondet
 end
 tesult.
The
 process
 is
 not
 cetemonial
 ot
 intentional;
 the
 ptocess
 evolves
 without
 a cleat
 definition
of  the
 steps
 involved.
 Infotmal
 mentoting
 relationships
 often
 go
 on
 for
 years,
 even
 lifetimes.
FORMAL
 MENTORING
"In
 fotmal
 mentoting,
 the
 otganization
 itself
 matches
 individuals,
 and
 sets
expectations
 for  what
 should
 be  accomplished"
 (Simons,
 Va'zques,
 &
 Hartis,
 1993,
 p.
 162).
It  occuts
 tbtough
 sttuctuted
 ptogtatns
 in
 which
 mentots
 and
 partiapants
 ate
 selected
 and
matched
 thtough
 fot
 ptocesses.
 Fot
 example,
 in  the
 litetatute
 Doctols
 Stories
 otx Teaching
15
andMetztoring
 six
 physicians
 (five
 males
 and  one
 female)
 who
 served
 as mentors
 fot
 a public
univetsity
 medical
 school
 in  the
 Northeast
 were
 interiewed
 and  observed
 at  theit  office  or
clinic.
 "All
 of  the
 expetienced
 physicians
 wete
 observed
 inte:tacting
 wath patients
 in
 the
eygminqrinn
 rririm
 and  with  theit
 thitd-yeat
 students
 in  theita
 offices
 and  hallways"
 (Dollase,
1994,
 p. 9).  Third-yeat
 students
 ate  requited
 to
 fonow
 the  p.tocedures,
 keep
 wtitten
 tecords
and
 follow
 best  of  ptactice
 in  theit
 field.
 The  physicians
 and
 theit  medical
 students
 shared
theit
 sto.ties,
 teflecting
 on  theit
 ptactice
 and  ability
 to
 speak  to
 theit  patients
 in  good
 times
and
 in  bad.
Key  points
 of  Doctols
 Stories
 orz
 Teaching
 andMetztoring
 by  Dollase
 ate
 summatized
 in
the
 fonowing
 list:
@ Medical
 students
 observe
 the  physician
 mentor,
 leatning
 techniques
 to  telate
to
 the  patient.
*  Medical  students
 ate  encouraged
 to  involve
 the
 patient's
 opinion
 on
 cate
prefetence.
*  Medical  students
 and  physician
 mentor
 discuSs
 key  patients
 each  day.
*  Physician
 mentots
 do  teaching
 'on-the-go'.
 Leatning
 ftom  the
 basics.
*  Mentots
 teach  medical  students
 to  'ptesent
 the
 patient'.
 'This
 includes
interviewing
 the
 patient
 and  then
 leatning
 ftom
 the  mentot  what  the
 student
did
 not  touch
 upon
 in  the
 interview.
*  On-the-job
 setious
 ptocedutal
 ttaining.
 Fot  example:
 deliveting
 a baby.
(Planned
 teaching
 exetase-)
*  Leatn
 key
 ptoblem
 solving
 skills
 such  as: ptiotitizing
 wotk  and
 wotk
effiaency,
 otganizing
 ideas
 inwfflting
 and  taking
 .tesponsibffity
 fot  deasion
making
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*
 Leatning
 the
 ediical
 dimension
 of
 medical
 ptactice
 while
 undet
 ptessute.
How
 do
 you
 tell
 the
 ttuth
 to  the
 patie:at
 when
 the
 news
 is bad?
*
 "Success
 and
 failure
 ate
 part
 of
 being
 a busy
 doctot"
 (Dollase,
 1994,
 p.l7).
*
 Leatn
 to
 accept
 yout
 litnitations
 as
 a physician.
*
 Leatn
 to
 wotk
 with
 difficult
 patients:
 those
 unptepated,
 late,
 those
 who
 do
not  listen,
 and
 those
 who
 ate  angry
 ot
 hostile.
@
 Leatn
 how
 to
 educate
 patients
 for
 example:
 breast
 exams,
 a
 t
 and/or
exetcise
 pto@am,
 and
 how
 to take
 theit
 medications
 safely.
*
 Mentots
 give
 feedback
 toutinely
 to
 the
 medical
 students
 on
 them
 ptogtess
and
 aSSiSt
 them
 'mhen
 necessat7.
*
 Mentots
 encoutage
 medical
 students
 with
 the
 theo.ty
 of  %est
 ptactice'.
*  Develop
 goals
 of  the
 medical
 student/physician
 mentoting
 ptogtam.
*
 Cleatly
 rrimmnnirgtr
 those
 goals
 to
 all
 participants
 of
 the
 ptogtam.
The
 ptocess
 of  student
 teacher
 mentoting
 resembles
 that
 of  the
 medical
 student
mentoting
 pattern.
 The  fonowing
 summaty
 of
 observations
 helps
 to
 clatify
 that
 ptocess:
*
 The
 student
 teachet
 observing
 the
 teachet.
*
 Lesson
 planning
 ptactice
 with
 the  mentot
 teacher.
*
 Actual
 classroom
 ptactice
 with
 feedback
 fonow-up.
*
 Decision
 making
 ptactice
 and
 ptoblem-solving
 model
 p.tactice.
*
 Ptactice
 ou%
 and
 defining
 the
 sttengths
 and weaknesses
 of the
 class
 and
the
 students
 in  that
 class.
*
 Document
 theit
 findings
 in
 a daily
 joutnal
 to  be  shated
 fot
 discussion
 and
leatning
 opportunities.
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*  Develop
 goals  of  die  student
 teachet
 mentoting
 ptogtam.
*  Clearly  communicate
 the
 goals
 of  the
 ptogzam
 to  all
 participants.
This  table
 compates
 formal
 and
 infotmal
 mentoting:
Informal Formal
Low  expectations Mote
 challenges
Iittle  o.t
 no  ttaining
 needed Fotmal
 training
 in  the
 ptogram
Employees
 do
 not  want
 to  appear
 dumb Questions
 ate  expected
 and
 encouraged
No
 conaboration Conabotation
No
 time-
 productivity
 focused,
 not  leatning Time
 is ptotected-set
 aside
 for
 learning
The
 perfotmance
 is rewarded. The
 outcome
 is tewarded.
'These
 diffetences
 reptesent
 the
 expectation
 of
 ptofessional
 gtowth
 thtough
 fotmal
mentoting
 in  a business
 ot  for  leadetship.
 Formal
 mentoting
 comes
 Erom  the
 top  and
 wotks
down
 tbtough
 the
 organization.
 The  successful
 completion
 of
 the  ptogtam
 is the  focus
 ot
goal.
 Rewatd
 and
 tecognition
 are
 key  diffe.tences
 in  fotmal
 and
 info.tmal
 mentoting.
Rewatding
 the  perfotmance
 and
 not  the
 outcome
 is an
 example
 of  a
 key  diffetence
 in
mentoting
 styles
 as shown
 above.
Formal
 mentoting
 may  produce
 more
 challenges
 fot  the  participants.
 'The  usual
fotmal
 mentoting
 attangement
 may  not
 have  any  specific
 goals
 except
 to  help
 the  mentee  to
develop
 his
 ot  her
 talents
 and  skills.
 'The
 telationship
 is
 defined
 widi
 a fotmal
 ttaining
sttuctute
 with  time
 ptovided
 fot
 leatning.
 Questions
 ate
 expected
 and
 encoutaged
 in
 the
collabotative
 mentoting
 telationship.
 'The
 participants
 are  tewatded
 based  on
 the  outcomes
of
 the  mentoting
 relationship.
PURPOSEFUL
 MENTORING
In
 purposeful
 mentoting
 thete  is a set  purpose
 and  a goal  that
 tnust  be followed.
 It
 is
not
 merely
 advising
 or  counseling;
 it  is a ptocess
 with
 a specific
 goal.
 It  is like
 building
 a cat.
The
 end tesult
 is
 best  obtained
 when  you
 fonow
 the  assembly
 line  ptocess
 in
 the  ordet
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ptovided.
 You  know
 your
 intent
 ftom
 the  beginning
 and  you
 know  what  the
 goal  is
 at  the
end.
 The
 process
 is set,
 but  unlike
 that
 ptocess
 thete
 is that  "x  factor"
 which
 each  individual,
both
 the
 mentor
 and  the
 mentee
 bting
 to  die  ptocess,
 making
 each  mentoting
 expetience
utuque.
Elmote  suggests
 that  as
 a purposeful
 mentot  you  are
 a guide
 and  a 'ptovider'
 and
follow
 the
 plan.  As  the  'ptovide.t'
 you  ate  purposeful;
 this  is not  a casual
 relationship.
 You
are
 committed
 to
 the  process
 and
 to  the
 petson
 with  whom  you  ate
 wotking.
 It  is the
 duty
 of
the
 pro'vider
 to  establish
 and  maintain
 a healthy
 mentoting
 relationship.
 Elmote
 goes
 on  to
explain
 diat
 doingwhat
 is tight
 is the objective
 of  the
 mentoting/mentee
 teLitionsbip.
 The
providet
 must  also
 be  vulnetable,
 shating
 his  ot  het  pe.tsonal
 expetiences
 whether
 positive
 ot
negative.
 The  ptovider
 must  walk
 the  talIk
 and
 be  responsible
 w'th  those
 you
 interact
 with.
Elmore
 asks
 the
 ptovidet
 to  shate
 the  powet  :and
 share
 the  success
 in
 the  telationship.
 He
also
 challenges
 the
 provider
 to  use  wisely
 every
 petson,
 dollat
 and  opportunity
 available
 to
them
 to  successfully
 obtain
 the
 desired
 outcomes.
Nutsing
 is another
 profession
 that  cleatly
 telies
 on  putposeful
 mentoting.
 Mentot'ng
was
 desctibed
 in
 the  nursing
 atena
 as a
 song  of
 beginning,
 a personal
 song  you  leatn
 to  sing,
and
 a song
 of  powet.
 Key
 components
 identified
 in  the
 Vance
 and  01son  (1998)
 TheMentor
Conrtectiog
 in  Nursingyere:
*  Mentor  concept
 in  the  classtoom
 is mote
 a guided
 leatning
 expetience.
*  Leatn
 from
 othets
 by  listening
 to  their
 stoties.
*  Listening
 fot  ditections
 ftom  othets-
*  Include
 those
 being
 mentoted
 in
 faculty
 meetings.
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@ Mutual
 'i'inrlerstgnrling
 hrtween
 the
 student
 nutse
 and  mentot
 that
 the
student
 may
 exceed
 the  mentot
 in  both
 educational
 and
 ptofessional
accomplisbtnents.
*  Treating
 each
 other
 as equals
 and  willing
 to  take
 on
 challenges
 that
 the
relationship
 btings.
*  The  mentot
 walks
 the
 talk
 by  providmg
 oppottunities
 -  not
 just  stating
 the
mentee
 has
 potential
 and
 leaving
 it  at  that-
*  The  ability
 to  cteate
 change,
 to
 see the  world
 ftom
 mote
 than
 one
 angle,
 and
the
 sttength
 to  admit
 ettor.
*  The  desite
 to  commit
 to  a common
 goal
 and
 make
 a change.
*  Understanding
 the  philosophy
 of  "The
 Pat'ent
 Comes
 First"'.
*  The  mentoting
 telationship
 is a pnvilege
 and
 a responsibility
Anothet
 study
 found
 in
 the Journa!
 of ProfissionajNursing
 (Angelini,
 1995)
 desctibed
mentoting
 expetiences
 of  staff  nwses
 wotking
 in  vatious
 hospital
 settings.
 Hospital
 staff
nutses
 and  theit
 nurse
 managers
 wete
 interviewed
 and  audio
 taped
 duting
 the
 study.
 'This
study
 tevealed
 thtee
 main  categoffles
 of  mentoting
 factots:
 envitonment,
 people,
 and  events.
Each
 of  these
 factots
 was
 then
 furthe.t
 analyzed
 by  subcategoties.
 Environment
 as
 a
mentoting
 influence
 was  defined
 as:
 battiets,
 non-ba:aiets,
 expectations,
 and
 tewatds.
 The
people
 categot5r
 was subdivided
 into
 two gtoups,
 ptimary
 and
 secondaty
 mentoting
influences.
 Influential
 events
 wete
 furthet
 categotized
 as
 careet
 incidents,
 clinical
 patient
situations,
 and
 socio-political-cultutal
 circumstances.
 They
 also
 discoveted
 the
 ptocess
 model
of
 mentoting.
"The
 study
 in the
 Jounza!
 ofProfessionajNursing
 (Angelini,
 1995)
 defined
 the
 fout
 phases
of
 a ptocess
 model
 of
 mentoting
 to  be  mentoting
 chatactetistics,
 mentoting
 dimensions,
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mentoting
 sttategies,
 and  cateet
 development
 outcomes.
 Each
 of
 the phases
 in the
mentoting
 model
 helped
 to
 furthet
 define
 the
 path
 to  the
 next
 link.
 The
 fonowing
 themes
emerged
 from
 the
 inte.tview
 data:
*  The  influence
 of  the
 hospital
 environment
 on
 staff.
*  Staff
 nutses
 need
 fot
 assistance
 with
 clinical
 ptoblem-solving
*  'The  wotk
 nutse
 managets
 perfo
 to  ptomote
 cateet
 advancement
 fot  staff
nutses.
*  The  need
 fot  suppott
 and
 socialization
 fot  hospital
 staff
 nutses.
*  The  influence
 of  staff
 nutse
 peers.
*  Nutse
 managers
 need
 development
 in  theit
 own  careet
 guidance
 skills
 to
effectively
 develop
 staff  nurses
 as employees
Tbis
 model
 found
 in the
 Jouraj'
 ofProfessionajNursing
 (Angelini,
 1995)
 defined
mentoting
 as a process
 in  the  cateet
 development
 of  hospital
 staff
 nutses
 and
 especially
impottant
 in
 bedside
 nutsing
 ptactices.
 Another
 example
 in  nursing
 of
 purposeful
 mentog
is
 that  of  a preceptor
 tole.
 "The  p.teceptot
 mentors
 the  new
 clinician
 into
 theit
 role.
 They
assist
 the
 mentee
 to  undetstand
 the  envitonment,
 people,
 and
 events
 in
 theit
 role
 as
pteceptot.
 It
 is replicated
 in
 the
 putposeful
 mentoting
 telationship
 of  die  pteceptor
 duting
otientation
 into  a clinical
 tole
 in
 the
 healthcate
 setting.
 The  preceptot
 also  has
 the
 ability
 to
share
 findings
 with
 othets
 in  the
 ptogtam.
 The
 pteceptot
 is purposeful
 in  theit
 tole.
 This
may
 futthet
 the  development
 of
 the
 progtam
 and  those
 involved
 in
 it.  Purposeful
 mentoting
is
 not  a
 casual
 thing
 it
 requires
 "you
 to  live
 and
 serve
 on
 purpose,
 not  by  accident"
 (Elmore,
1998,
 p.l77).
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Vatious
 toles
 include:
 positions
 ftom
 die  past,
 volunteers,
 coaches,
 and
 people
connected
 positions
 in  the  community.
 A
 table
 teptesenting
 this
 would
 look
 like
 this:
Informal Putposeful
Hand
 bell
 tinget Music
 Director
Class
 reunion
 plannets Teachets
Volunteet
 Coach Pto-team
 Coach
Disciples JesuS
Hospital
 Voluntee.ts Clinical
 Pteceptot
Stephen
 Ministets Minister
Sweeney's
 definition
 was
 tested
 by
 compating
 the
 definitions
 of
 putposeffl
 and
infotmal
 mentoting
 and
 Sweeney's
 definition.
 The
 cleatest
 diffetence
 was
 between
 the
outcome
 and
 petfottnance
 based.
 It
 is also
 cleat
 that
 the  tewatd
 ot  recognition
 in  the
 end
would
 be
 diffetent
 in
 each
 of  these
 scenatios.
 Purposeful
 mentoting
 also
 recognizes
 the
intent
 of  the  telationship
 between
 the
 mentot
 and
 the
 mentee.
The
 putpose
 of
 the
 work
 we  each
 do  and
 the
 tole
 we
 play
 doing
 it  helps
 to
 create
 the
foundation
 of
 putposeful
 mentoting.
 In
 HardwiringExcellence
 "Employees
 want
 to  be
 aligned
with
 a
 leadet.
 They
 want
 to  wotk
 beside
 and
 fot
 leadets
 with
 the
 tight
 putpose
 and
 intent"
(Studet,
 2003,
 p.
 34).
 Most
 of  us
 chose
 healthcare
 to  obtain
 purpose,
 worthwhile
 work,
 and
make
 a diffetence
 in
 the
 lives
 of
 othets.
 Putposeful
 mento:ts
 will
 reinfotce
 these
 behaviots
and
 effect
 change
 more
 quickly.
 Gandhi
 once
 said,
 "Be
 the
 change
 you
 wish
 to
 see in  the
wotld"
 (Leider,
 1996,
 p.
 193).
Stude.t
 (2003)
 is known
 fo.t
 his
 commitment
 to
 excellence
 of
 the
 five
 pillars:
 people,
service,
 quality,
 finance
 and  growth.
 In
 s,
 bis  nine
 ptinaples
 of  service
 and
opetational
 excellence
 are:
1.
 Commit
 to  excellence
2.
 Measute
 the
 impottant
 things
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3.
 Build
 a culture
 around
 service
4.
 Create
 and
 develop
 leaders.
5.  Focus
 on
 employee
 satisfaction
6.  Build
 individual
 accountabihty
7.  Align
 behaviots
 widi
 goals
 and
 values
8. Communicate
 at
 all  levels
9.  Recognize
 and
 tewatd
 success
"The
 focus
 of
 his
 work
 fot
 this
 papet
 is
 that
 of
 leadetship
 as
 chatactetized
 above.
 He
atttibutes
 leadetship
 to  sustaining
 a cultute
 of
 organizational
 excellence.
 Nevet
 let
 gteat
 work
go  unnoticed.
 Success
 stems
 ftom
 the
 tight
 teasons:
 they
 want  to  ptovide
 bettet
 care
 for
 the
patients,
 a bettet
 wotkplace
 fot
 their
 employees,
 and
 a
 bettet
 place
 to  ptactice
 medicine
 for
theit
 physis.
MENTORING
 PROGRAM
 GUIDELINES
Mentoting
 is
 a way
 to
 invest
 o'i'it  time
 and  enetgy
 in
 othets.
 It  is
 a way
 that
 we
 leave
out
 legacy
 behind
 tmough
 othets.
 Mentoting
 is
 t,iking
 the  time
 to  teflect
 and
 taking
 mote
tisks
 to
 gtow
 and
 leam
 which
 includes
 helping
 othets
 along
 the
 way.
 Mentoting
 allows
 us
 to
be teachet
 and
 leatnet
 at
 the same
 tune-
 It
 builds
 confidence
 and
 is a means
 of  expan%
and
 chang'ng
 a catee.t
Mentoting
 anows
 us to
 be
 open
 to
 new
 ideas
 and
 leatn
 Etom
 out
 mistakes-
 Matgaret
Mead
 stated,
 "the
 best
 possible
 work
 has  not  yet
 been
 done"
 (Pietce,
 2001,
 p. 77).lete
 ate
many
 foal
 and
 infotmal
 ptogtatns
 and
 situations
 fot
 mentoting
 available
 to
 us.
Mentoting
 signifies
 mote
 than
 a development
 of  skills.
 It
 .telies
 on
 the
 human
 factot
of  the
 mentor
 and
 mentee
 and
 supports
 the
 goals
 of  that
 telationship-
 Many
 wtitets
 ptovide
guidelines
 fot
 a mentoting
 progtam
 in
 an  otganization:
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1. Establish  cleat  goals  of  the  program.  "The  otganization  has  to  detetmine  eatly  on
whethet  it  wants  the  mentot  progiam  to  fulfill  a teaching  function,  a counseling
funct'on,  or  a promotional  function"  (Zey,  1991,  210).  The  fottnulatots  of  the
pto@am must establish clear goals. "Context  has a lot to do w'th both your goals
and  authotity  as a mentot"  (Elmote,  p. 212).
2. Communicate  the  program's  goals  to  all  patticipants.  The  mento:t  and  prot6g6
must  both  be  clearly  infotmed  of  the  goals  of  the  progtam.  "Being  clear  up  ftont
about  the  purpose  of  yout  advice  can  help  focus  yout  scattetgun  thoughts  into  laset
like  advice"  (Bell,  1996,  p. 59).
3. Detettnine the otganization's abilit5r to absotb pto@am  'graduates'. Fot example, if
the formal mentoting progtam is instituted in ordet to develop %bly  trained
managets,  make  sute  that  yout  otganization  can  absorb  them  in  that  new  tole.  The
best  mentot  is one  who  has  knowledge  of  the  vision  and  long-tange  plans  of  the
otation.
4. Enlist  the  coopetation  of  the  entite  otganization.  Toe  entite  orgaation  must  be
engaged  and  support  the  mentoting  ptogtam.  "The  mentoting  ptogtam  may  be
developed  to  aid  in  succession  plag  ot  sttengthen  the  otganization  in  anothet
way.  Be  cleat  about  the  benefits  to  the  organization.
5. Make the  selection  ptocess  as autonomous  as possible.  "The  selection  ptocess  must
Et the needs of  both the  mentor  and  mentee/ptot6g6.  The  pait  may  be  self-matched
based on needs that the mentee wants to develop. These  may  be  pe.tsonal  and/or
professional.
6. Be assured  of  the  comtnittnent  of  the  mentots.  Mentots  must  keep  time
commitments  md  assist'with  developmental  activities.  "But  temembet:  to  get  to  the
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ftuit,  you've  got  to  go  out  on  a limb"  (Elmote,  1998,  p. 108).  'Thete  ate  tisks  in
mentoting  that  we  must  take  in  o:tdet  to  be  successfiil.
7. Give  ftee  tein  to  the  mutual  benefits  accruing  to  both  parties.  Mentoting  ptovides
fot  incteased  ptoductivity,  imptoved  tectuitment  efforts,  and  ovetall  inctease  in  the
success  of  the  otganization  and  at  the  individual  level.
8. Pe:tmit withdtawal  ftom  the pto@am. Withdtawal  ftom  the ptogtam may be the
best  option  if  the  telationship  for  eithet  of  the  parties  is not  on  tatget.  Howevet,  this
ptocess should not be taken %htly. This may be an opportunity  for conffict
resolution  and  gtowth  fot  both  parties  involved  (mentor  and  prot6g6).
9. Evaluate the ptogram continually- Programs may be evaluated on many factots
including  but  not  limited  to:  cost-effectiveness,  value  to  the  otganization,  motivation,
incteased  skills  and  atttition.  If  one  pat'culat  factot  is valued  mote  highly  it  could  be
set  up  to  be  weighted  more  heavily  in  the  analysis  On-going  evaluation  of  the
progtam  is essential  fot  continuous  ptogtam  imptovement.
10. Give  the  ptogtam  a long-tetm  test  penod.  "Don't  forget  that  the  journey  of  a
thousand  miles  begins  with  a single  step"  (Elrnote,  1998,  p.l86).  Long  tetm
evaluation  of  the participant's  development  pattems  and  theit  effects  ate  an
important  step in the mentoting  pto@am ptocess.
11. Anticipate  exttaneous  effects  of  otganization's  petception  of  patticipants
(Zey,1991, p.209). It is important  fot  a mentoting  telationsbip  to  be  tailoted  to
opetate  within  the sttuctutes  of  the  otganization.  The  petception  by  othets  of  the
participants  may  play  a key  factot  in  the  success  of  the  ptogtam.  The  mentot  and
ptot6g6/mentee  must  be  aware  of  the  likelihood  of  this  occutting  to  them  and  also
the  otganization.
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Ftom  the
 definitions
 and
 litetature
 we
 see that
 mentoting
 is
 the  part
 of  leadetship
that
 allows
 us to
 learn  and  develop
 petsonally
 ftom  the
 telationship
 wbile  also
 supporting
others
 to
 grow  and  develop.
 "Ethics
 in
 leadetship
 means
 mentoting"'
 (Koestenbaum,
 1991,
p.l60).
 Mentoting
 is a way  of  accepting
 the  chanenge
 to  influence
 othets.
 Mentots
 petfotm
 a
valuable
 service
 by  giving
 feedback
 about
 anothet's
 abilities,
 petfotmance,
 cateet  options,
and
 how
 others
 may  petceive
 you.  "An
 old  Chassidic
 saying
 assures
 us that
 in  teaching
 the
teachet
 leatns
 five
 times
 as much
 as the
 student"
 (Koestenbaum,
 1991,
 p. 333).
Many  o.tganizations
 have
 both
 putposeful
 and
 infottnal
 mentoting
 ptocesses
 taking
place
 at  the
 same
 time.
 It  must
 be  remembeted
 that  widi  people
 there
 is always
 that
"unknown"
 which
 may
 not  be  .tevealed
 until  you  ate  in  the  situation
 md  leatn
 how
 someone
will
 react
 ot  respond.
NEW  MODEL
In
 seeking
 putposeful
 mentoting
 in  healthcate,
 the  authot
 decided
 to
 cteate
 het  own
model,
 which
 we
 shall  call
 aA model  of
 purposeful
 mentoting
 in  healthcare."
 The  model  is
 a
ftamewotk
 fot  a
 putposeful
 mentoting
 relationship
 in
 healthcare.
 The
 roots
 of  tbis
 model
ate
 founded
 in  the
 patient
 and  the  expetiences
 of  the
 healthcare
 worket.
 Why
 do  we  choose
to
 work  in
 healthcare?
 It
 is the  answet
 to  "what
 on  earth
 atn
 I hete  for?"  It  is "patient
centered
 care".  Most  would
 agree
 it  is because
 we  want
 to  inake
 a diffetence
 in  the
 health
and
 lives
 of  odiets.
'This
 model
 includes
 customet
 service  and  cating
 and
 expetiencing
 zewatding
outcomes,
 while
 doing  the
 wotk
 planned
 w'th
 passion.
 Patient-centeted
 cate
 is an
expectation
 fot  people  working
 in  the  healthcate
 ptofession.
 All  decisions
 and
 an  the
 wo.tk
are
 based
 on  what
 will  be
 most
 beneficial
 to  the
 patient
 with
 a positive
 outcome
 for
 the
employee
 as well.
 The  model  teinfotces
 "patient
 centeted
 care".
 The
 mentot
 would
 have  the
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same
 passion
 for
 the
 mentoting
 telationship
 as they
 do patient
 service.
 It  is
 not
 just
 a new
name
 fot
 a familiar
 idea.
 The
 model
 includes:
 1) access
 to
 mentors,
 2) participation,
 3)
learned
 visions,
 4) communication
 and
 5)
 recognition.
 The
 patient
 is
 at
 the
 cote
 of
 the
 model
as
 the
 customer
 ot  the
 one
 to  be served
 in
 this
 telationship.
Access
 to Merttors
Access
 to
 mentots
 includes
 the
 ability
 to choose
 a mentor
 that
 will  model
 the
purposeful
 mentot
 best
 fitted
 fot
 the
 mentee.
 Mentots
 ate
 those
 tate
 individuals
 in
 life
 who
see
 out
 potential.
 Access
 to
 mentors
 includes
 "one
 petson
 at
 a time"'.
 Mentoting
 has
 long
been
 a part
 of  the
 business
 wotld
 but  has  only
 tecently
 become
 a mote
 purpose'ful
 part
 of
family
 medicine
 ttaining.
 Case
 studies
 on  mentoting
 teveal
 that
 the
 mentorsbip
 expetience
 is
one
 that
 develops
 out
 of
 a fottuitous
 telationship
 that
 helps
 the leatnets,
 both
 student
 and
mentot,
 define
 support
 and
 attain
 theit
 professional
 aspitation.
 To facilitate
 faculty
 in theit
cateer
 development,
 the
 authots
 implemented
 and
 evaluated
 an  innovative
 collabotative,
 or
peet-group,
 mentoting
 ptogtam
 at
 theit
 medical
 school.
 Based
 on
 Rogein
 and
 adult
learning
 ptinciples,
 the
 ptogtatn
 incorpotated
 development
 of  skills
 in  key
 ateas
 for
 careet
development,
 a sttuctuted
 values-based
 apptoach
 to  cateet
 planning,
 and
 instruction
 in
scholatly
 wtiting.
A
 21-item
 questionnaite
 was
 sent
 to
 all
 physical
 medicine
 and
 tehabilitation
 (PM&R)
residents
 in  training
 in  United
 States
 tesidency
 ptogtams
 in  May
 of  1993
 by
 the
 Department
of
 Physical
 Medicine
 and
 Rehabilitation,
 Veterans
 Affairs
 Palo
 Alto
 Health
 Cate
 System,
Califotnia.
 Ovetall
 tesident
 satisfaction
 with
 mentotship
 was
 significantly
 highet
 (P<0.0001)
in
 mentorships
 fotmed
 by  ftee
 choice
 compated
 with
 those
 that
 wete
 cotrelated
 (P<0.0001)
w'th
 &equency
 of
 comtnunication
 between
 mentot
 and
 prot6g6,
 while
 gendet
 and
 ethnicity
had
 no
 effect.
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The
 mentot
 and
 mentee
 would
 often
 be connected
 by theit  passion
 to put
 the
patient
 first
 One
 may
 observe
 the
 othet
 duting
 an  inspiting
 circumstance
 with  a
 patient
 or
an  instance
 that
 they  felt  they
 could
 have
 mote
 positively
 impacted
 the
 outcome.
Partiapation
Participation
 is
 especially
 itnportant
 in
 the  healthcate
 worket
 mentoting
 telationsbip.
Patticipation
 must
 include
 a
 cleat
 understanding
 of
 the  mentoting
 relanonship
 and
 those
elements
 in
 the  telationship
 that  make  it
 wotk.
 Participation
 is a key  ingtedient
 in
 all
mentoting
 teLitionships.
 The
 mentot
 and
 mentee
 must  be
 engaged
 in
 the  ptocess
 fot  it
 to
floutish
 and
 be  meaningful.
 It  means
 coming
 to  wotk;
 ready
 to
 wotk,
 ready
 to  have
 fun,
ready
 to  smile
 and
 .teady
 to  help  and
 support
 othe.ts
 when
 they
 need  it.
Participation
 requites
 action,
 have
 fiin
 with
 it  and
 choose
 to  support
 the
 goals
 of  the
telationship.
 Fot
 example,
 in
 an  otganization
 tounding
 w'th
 staff
 and
 leadets
 will
 p.tomote
partiapation.
 Rounding
 may
 include
 askingwhat
 is
 goingwen
 and  what
 is not  today.
 It
 may
include
 a%
 how
 they
 may
 assist
 the mentee
 ot employee
 with
 theit
 aaily
 wotk
 ot careet
goals.
 It  may  include
 ptoviding
 them
 with
 additional
 tools
 ot  tesources
 the
 employee
 needs
to  do
 theit
 wotk.
 When
 full
 participation
 in  this
 model
 is
 achieved,
 it  w'll  lead
 to  a mote
constant
 joyful
 state
 and
 gteater
 satisfaction
 of
 the  mentot
 and
 mentee.
At
 wotk,
 participation
 may
 include
 being
 part
 of  interviewing
 teams,
 toung
 on
peets
 to  see
 d  you
 can
 be  of
 assistance
 to
 them
 in  any
 way
 while
 leatning
 ftom
 others.
 It
includes
 patticipating
 in  educational
 opportunities
 to
 leatn
 mote
 about
 a particulat
 service
 or
a tool
 to  assist
 you
 in  ptoviding
 the
 service.
Learned
 Visions
The
 new
 model
 also
 indudes
 leatned
 visions.
 These
 goals
 include
 the
 spec
 goal
 of
the  mentoting
 relationship
 and
 of
 keeping
 the
 patient
 fitst.
 The
 goal  of  "patient
 centeted
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care"  is the  stat  in  the  lives  of  the  healthcate  wotker.  In  the  scenatio  of  the  healthcare
wotket  mento  ting  telationship  it  would  include  that  all  leamed  visions  would  center  on  the
patient  and  be  reflected  in  the  putposeful  mentoting  relationship.  If  for  example  the  leatned
vision  better  serves  the  wotker  than  the  patient,  then  that  would  not  be  h good  leamed
vision  in  support  of  the  mentoting  telationship.  The  vision  is discussed  in  the  interview
ptocess  and  duting  new  employee  otientation.  It  is continuously  teinfotced  with  all
einployees  at forums  and  gtoup  meetings.
The  leamed  vision  is tequited  to  be  cleat  with  the  goals  of  the  telationship  and  how
that  may  impact  you  in  yout  wotk  setting.  It  is cleatly  aligned  with  the  goals  of  the  patient
and  of  yout  otganization.  Those  visions  may  include  understanding  the  goals  and  visions  of
yout  unit  and of  a latget  sttategic  gtoup  thatyouwotk  ot  function  witbin-  The  clearet  the
vision,  the  less  time  may  be  lost  in  defining  it.
The  mentoting  telationship  helps  to  avoid  waste  anrl  iwffirirnries  Tn healthcare,
mento  ting  is customized  by putposeful  mentoting  to  meet  the  chaneriges  of  creating  an
effective  leadetship  base fot  the futute.  The need fot  a new  putposeful  mentoting  model  is a
key sttategic  planning  step fo.t wotkforce  planning  in healthcate.  It  must  include  value-added
expetiences  fot  both  the mentot  and the mentee. 'The leatned  vision  tequites  clear
communication  techniques.
Communication
The  model  also includes  key initiatives  fot  communication,  i.e.  communication
boards, emails, newslette.ts and lunch  and leatn sessions.  Cnmmnnirgtinn  in petson  one-  to-
one is usually effective and wen teceived.  It  allows both  patties  the immediate  opportunity
for  questions  and answets- Communication  must  nevet  be  fotgotten  and  constantly
imptoved  upon.  In  this age of  email  and man'y  othet  means  of  electtonic  media  we  might
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forget  about  the  human  factor  in  the  tnix.  Ttaining  to  use  the  new  electtonic  means  of
communication  is very  important  if  that  is one  of  the  cote  expectations  in  the  organization
o.t telationship.  Research  has demonsttated  that  ftequency  of  comiuniaition  and  the
impottance  of  the  human  element  (not  electtonic)  was  a key  factor  fot  satisfaction.
Me4  meetings ate still  impottant  to obtain gtoup consensus. Cteating  a
communication  book  may  assist  those  that  ate  otherwise  inhibited  by  other  media  and  or
othet  people  when  conftonted  with  issues  face  to face.  Othet  means  of  rnmmnnirgtinn  arr
shift  huddles  and  gtoup  paging  of  info.tmation.
Cnmmnnirqtinn  2180 includes  being  meaningfully  visible  in  the  relationship.  Keep
the  goals  and  visions  of  the  relationship  in  the  foreftont  of  mentoting  convetsations.
Comtnunication  may  also  be  teinfotced  thtough  tewatd  and  tecognition.
Recogtzitiort  andReward
Recognition  and  tewatd  ate  also  important  in  the  mentoting  relationship.  It  is
important  to tecognize others for  the good wotk  and or  gteat  ideas  they  have.  It  is important
to recognize the mentee fot  theit  abilities.  It  is important  also  to  use  those  ideas  thtoughout
the  wotk.
Types of  tecognition  include personal  thank  you  notes  and  opportunities  tO
recognize othets fot  theit  good  work  in :&ont of  their  peets-  An  example  would  be the  nutse
who ptovides  a fatnily  with  a lunch coupon  after identifying  die  family's  inability  to  pay  for
lunch ot the registtat  who spends time w'th  othet  staff  to ttain  them  on  a new  skill  needed
to do theit  job. Reward and tecognition  adds closute  to the  process  of  being  a good  tole
model  and  mentot.
The inodel  may include b4g  the patient  into the model.  The  patient  is at  the
heart of  the mentoting  .telationship diat  supports  the  employee.  The  employee  expects
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independence  and  respect  and  accepts  ovetsight  in  theit  position.  Tbis  model  may  be
adapted  fot  other  situations:  me  insutance,  sales  and  teal  estate.  Situations  where  the
customer  (like  the  patient)  is the  centet  of  the  work  they  do.  Serving  the  customer  is the
ultimate  goal  and  purposeful  mentoting  is the  way  to  obtain  that  leatned  vision.
In  summary,  the  new  model  includes:
Access  to  Mento.ts Mentee  and  mentot  that  ptovide  the  best  fit  for  the  tequired
relationship  goal  and  need.
Patticipation Ready  to  participate  in  the  telationship,  ready  to  wotk,  teady  to  have
fun,  teady  to  smile,  and  ready  to  help  and  support  others.
Leatned  Visions Visions  or  goals  of  the  mentee  and  of  the  goals  of  the  mentoting
relationship  that  fostet  'patient  centered  cate'.
Communication Includes  communication  boatds,  books,  electtonic  counication
media  (email),  face  to  face  communication  and  group  meetings.
Recognition 'Thank  you  notes  and  recognition  in  ftont  of  others  for  the  good  work
accomplished.
'The model  has  the  patient/customet  being  served  as the  core  of  the  model.  The
model  supports  a passion  fot  "patient-centered  cate".  'The  model  includes:  access  to
mentors,  participation,  leatned  visions,  communicat'on  and  recognition.  The  mentoting
relationship  benefits  both  the  mentor  and  mentee  in  the  ptesent  and  would  ultimately
benefit  the patient/customet  teceiving  bettet  cate  and se.tvices.
CONCLUSIONS
This  papet  examined  and  compated  purposeful  mentoting  w'th  othet  vatious
mentoting  telationships.  Mentoting  is not  new  to  litetatute  ot  leadetship  definitions.  Gteek
mythology  and the Bible  both  .teferenced  mentoting  as the  key  to  helping  othets  learn  and
enab%  them to catty on the wotk  of  the leadet- The mentoting  model is a valuable  ptocess
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in  one's  personal  life  and  ptofessional  performance  if  implemented  approptiately  according
to the  plan.  Mentoting  is part  of  leadetship  development.
Bell,  Elmote  and  Zey  all  ptovided  guidelines  fot  the  mentoting  ptocess.  Ben  and
Elmore  both  desctibed  mentoting  with  acronyms.  Ben  used  "SAGE"  suttendeting,
accepting, gifting and exten%-  Eltnote desctibed mentoting as "IDEA"  insttuction,
demonstration,  expettence  and  accountability.  Both  desctiptions  demonstrated  balance  and
a telationship  to the servant  leadetship  theory.  Zey  developed  guidelines  to further  enhance
a fotmalized  ptogram.  The  most  fotmalized  plan  in  my  model  is putposeful  mentoting.
Fotmal  and  informal  mentoting  are sttuctuted  and  less sttuctured  mentoting
telationships.  Infotmal  mentoting  is a simplet  mote  natutal  process  as displayed  in  a
mentoting  telationsMp  within  a volunteet  hand  bell  gtoup.  The  individuals  maybe  natutally
matched  in  an informal  telationsbip.  In  a fotmal  ptocess  the  otganization  selects  and
matches  the mentots  and  mentees  that  will  best  work  togethet  to achieve  their  goals.
Mento  ting  guidelines  may  be fotmal  or  infotmal  and  ptovide  both  parties  with
opportunities.  Sweeney  conttasted  outcomes  based  challenges  with  perfottnance  tewatded
expectations.  Differences  were  noted  with  ttaining  ptocesses  ot  no  ptocess.  Employee
participation was encouraged  and  questions  encouraged  in  the fotmal  ptocess  and  not
encoutaged in the infotmal  process.  Employee  ptoductivity  is the focus  of  informal  and  in
the fotmal  process  time  is set aside  fot  leatning  and  encoutaged.
In this papet  the definition  of  purposeful  mentoting  includes  a set plan  and  goal. To
be putposeful  natute  cannot  be allowed  to take  its coutse.  It  is impottant  to become
involved  in  the  ptocess  and  assist  in  sett'ng  the  coutse  to follow  with  the  mentee.  One
person  is always  in  the  lead  doing  the  encoutag'ng  'The  ability  to encoutage  and  support
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others  is a strong  chatactetistic  of  a putposefiil  mentot.  Show  the  mentee  the  way  and
encoutage  them  to  teach  the  goal.
Putposeful  mentoting  is a mutual  plan  between  the  mentee  and  mentor  to  teach  a
specific goal. When wo%  with adults in the wotk setting this is often the best method.
This  ptovides  both  parties  the  necessaty  tools  to  catty  out  die  ptocess.  It  allows  them  both
to  agzee  upon  expectations  and  goals.  It  ptovides  the  mentee  wath a plan,  goal  and  a support
petson  with  which  to  wotk.
Many  ot:ations  encoutage  and  support  mentoting  telationships.  They  have
discoveted  the teaptoca%  value of  a mentotship  progtam.  Teachets,  pto-team  coaches,
music  ditectors  and  religious  ptofessions  all  demonstrate  the  chatactetistics  of  purposeful
mentots.  All of  these  toles  ate  committed  to  the  undetstanding  leadets  have  about  service
and operational  excellence.  The  uniqueness  of  the  ptocess  is the  "x  factot"  of  the  individuals
in the relationsmp. Physicians and clinical  nutsing  ptofessions  tely  on  putposeful  mentoting
in theit  ttaining  ptocesses  The tole  of  the  pteceptor  is one  of  a purposeful  mentot.  The
putpose  of  the work  we each do and the tole  we  play  doing  it  helps  to  create  the  foundation
of  purposeful  mentoting.
The p.toposed  model  dtaws  &om  numerous  models  with  emphasis  on  the
relationship  between  the patient  and the healthcate  wotker  with  adaptability  for  othet
services lines. A key concept  of  the model  is g joyful  attitude  woe  doing  the  wotk  supported
in the mentoting  telationsip.  The model  includes:  access  to  mentots,  participation,  lea.tned
visions,  communication  and  recognition.
This model relies on telationships  fotming  and @o'wing. They  ate not  pte-assigned
o.t pre-detetmined  as in some fotmal  mentoting  telationships,  but  they do have sttuctute  and
goals. Full  patticipation  by both  pes  is necessaty,  encoutaged  and  supported.  This  model
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supports  "patient  centered  cate"  and  could  be  adapted  by  othet  service  o.tganization
mentoting  relationships.
Mentoting  is different  in  different  situations.  The  mentoting  goal  is a shated  goal:  set
togethet  and  celeb.tated  togethet  when  accomplished.  It  is a way  to  leave  a legacy  as a
mentot.  Othets  ate  benefited  by  yout  lifelong  l:  and  expetiences.  It  is a putposeful
and  tewatding  expetience  for  both  mentot  and  mentee.  Being  a mentot  is being  part  of  the
solution  for  developing  future  leadets.  a'What  you  ate  in  life  results  in  gteat  part  from  the
influence  exetted  on  you  ovet  the  years  by  just  a few  people"  Eleanot  Roosevelt.
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